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R650interference resulted in some cohesin
loading onto meiotic chromosomes.
This partial loading of cohesin resulted
in similar defects in DNA repair that
were now competent to activate the
DNA damage checkpoint.
The involvement of cohesin in
the DNA damage response during a
specialized cell division in which the
sister chromatid is not the preferred
partner in repair raises the question of
what role the cohesin complex plays
in DNA damage repair and checkpoint
activation. The straight-forward
concept that the complex holds sister
chromatids in close proximity as a
template for repair is not relevant in this
situation. The additional observation
that a fraction of cohesin on meiotic
chromosomes, while not enough
to support proper inter-homolog
recombination, can support
checkpoint activation, presents
an alternative hypothesis. Cohesin
may contribute to chromosome
architecture in a way that promotes
checkpoint activation and DNA repair
independent of sister chromatid
cohesion [12]. Indeed, this possibility
has been suggested by experiments
in mitotic vertebrate cells, in which
depletion of cohesin subunits
abrogated the DNA damage
checkpoint in G2. However, depletion
of an accessory factor required for
establishment of cohesion did not
alter checkpoint activation,
suggesting a role independent of sister
chromatid cohesion in checkpoint
activation [13]. Thus, in both mitosis
and meiosis, the cohesin complex
may act as a molecular platform on
chromosomes that promotes DNA
damage checkpoint activation and
DNA repair [12].Additional questions are raised
by the studies performed by
Martinez-Perez and his colleagues.
Since cohesin is required for the DNA
damage response in meiosis, is the
mechanism of its regulation the same
as in mitosis? Are the same residues
in the same subunits of the cohesin
complex phosphorylated by
checkpoint kinases in response
to persistent recombination
intermediates? Experiments from
budding yeast suggest that this may
be an oversimplification. Koshland
and colleagues showed that Scc1,
the mitotic kleisin, supports
DSB-dependent cohesion and DNA
repair in G2. However, if the meiotic
kleisin, Rec8, is expressed during the
mitotic cell cycle, it cannot generate
cohesion in G2 and DSB repair is
disrupted. They attribute this difference
to a single amino acid residue in Scc1
that is phosphorylated by a DNA
damage checkpoint kinase and is not
conserved in Rec8 [14]. However, the
SMC members of the cohesin complex
are also targets of checkpoint kinases
during the DNA damage response in
vertebrate cells. Since it is becoming
apparent that multiple organisms have
more than one meiotic cohesin
complex defined by different kleisin
subunits, it is possible that the DNA
damage checkpoint may target the
common members of these meiotic
complexes, Smc1 and Smc3 [4–6].References
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Motion Vision during Motor ActionA recent study identifies mechanisms of state-dependent modulation of
visual processing, using a comprehensive approach of electrophysiology
in the behaving animal, pharmacology and computational modelling.Kit D. Longden and Holger G. Krapp
Imagine you are running for your life:
the faster you run, the faster the world
rushes past. Your survival crucially
depends on properly analysing theimage flow across your eyes which is
essential to coordinate your escape.
How does your visual processing
adjust to the situation? Recent
recordings of visual neurons in awake,
behaving animals have shown thatlocomotion can alter the gain and
velocity tuning of central visual neurons
[1–7]. A new study [8] now extends
these exciting findings by identifying
biophysical and computational
mechanisms which suggest how the
locomotor state changes the gain, set
point and velocity tuning of neurons
in the fly motion vision pathway.
The fly’s flight and your pursuit
share at least three issues that your
respective visual systems must cope
with. First, the range of neural
responses can be matched to the
dynamic range of the stimuli [9]. This
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Figure 1. The velocity tuning of the Reichardt detector model [19].
(A) Diagram of the Reichardt model used by Jung et al. [8]. The model has high pass (HP), low
pass (LP), multiplication (3), and subtraction stages (–). (B) An increase in the time constant of
the high pass filter, tHP, increases the response of the model to low velocities. The Reichardt
model is tuned to the temporal frequency of the stimulus, so the velocity is shown as temporal
frequency. All curves are plotted using the equations and parameters of Jung et al. [8], normal-
ised to the non-flight responses in black [8]: tHP = 170 ms, tLP = 69 ms. Red: tHP = 290 ms;
grey: tHP = 100. (C) An increase in the time constant of the low pass filter, tLP, increases
the response of the model to high velocities. Black: non-flight responses as in (B): tHP =
170 ms, tLP = 69 ms. Red: tLP = 30 ms; grey: tLP = 140 ms.
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R651means setting the gain and set point
appropriately to avoid saturating the
system, and to make full use of the
available signal bandwidth. Second,
the speed of the visual processingmust
be fast enough to allow for smooth and
efficient motor actions. Finally, and
perhapsmost importantly, energymust
not be wasted on unnecessary neural
signalling. Neural activity can consume
a substantial proportion of the resting
energy budget, at around an estimated
20% in humans [10]. During your
escape, energy is at a premium. On the
one hand, the high gain states that may
optimise the signalling bandwidth and
speed will use up valuable energy
resources [10], but on the other hand,
you cannot afford the fatal
consequences of an uncoordinated
escape.
Given these constraints, how
should the visual system adjust its
performance while the animal is
moving? Pioneering work in the locust
demonstrated that flyingmodulates the
responsiveness of a visual interneuron
that helps the animal to avoid
collisions — a real problem for
swarming locusts — and to escape
its predators [5,11]. Now, technical
advances in recording neural activity
have renewed interest in the question
of how neural processing and
locomotor state are linked together in
other behaving animals [7,12,13]. In
particular, rapid progress has been
made in the well-characterised visual
system of the fly.
Recent studies have shown how
locomotion modulates the properties
of a population of identified neurons in
the fly’s visual pathway, the lobula
plate tangential cells. These neurons
are named after the part of the fly’s
brain they are found in, the lobula plate,
and they play a fundamental role in
the analysis of optic flow [14]. So far, it
has been established that locomotion
alters the gain of their directional
responses [1,2], the set point of the
cells [1,2], and the velocity tuning in
walking flies [3]. Meanwhile, studies
in rodents have shown that walking
and running increase the gain of the
principal excitatory cells of the primary
visual cortex [6,7], the origin of which
appears to be dependent on gain
changes in the upstream visual
pathways providing input to the cells.
Of course, it has long been
understood that visual processing is
tightly coupled to motor activity [15].
What is exciting about these morerecent discoveries is that the visual
system appears to up-regulate its
activity during movement in a
state-dependent manner, as the
changes seem not to be tightly coupled
to a specific movement. Secondly, the
discovery of state-dependent visual
gain-modulation in rodents and flies at
the same time indicates that general
principles of visual processing may
apply across different phyla.
Jung et al. [8] needed to perform
some very technically challenging
experiments to establish their key
result, that flight alters the velocity
tuning of a lobula plate tangential cell,
the blowfly H1 cell. An integral part of
the fly’s flight mechanism is the
oscillation of the thorax at the wing
beat frequency of 150 Hz, generating
mechanical vibrations throughout
the whole preparation. The scientists
from the Max-Planck-Institute of
Neurobiology chose a long, thin
recording electrode which allowed
the head and electrode to move in
unison sufficiently to maintain stable
recordings, an elegant solution to a
delicate problem.
With the setup perfected, they found
that flying broadens the velocity tuning
of the H1 cell, and shifts the peak to
higher velocities. This result makes
intuitive sense, as the animal will
experience a broader range and a
higher mean velocity compared to
sitting still. What are the mechanisms
responsible? The pioneering studies
in the locust had established thatflight was associated with the release
of octopamine, the invertebrate
homologue of norepinephrine.
Octopamine alters many aspects
of the animal’s physiology during
fight-or-flight situations, including the
metabolism, muscle tone and sensory
processing. Later studies could show
it was the action of octopamine that
modulated the sensitivity of the locust
visual interneurons used to avoid
collisions and triggering escape
jumps [5,16]. Octopamine agonists
can also increase the gain state and
alter the velocity tuning of lobula
plate tangential cells [17,18], so could
octopamine agonists reproduce the
change in velocity tuning induced
by flight?
Jung et al. [8] found that applying the
octopamine agonist chlordimeform
was able to broaden the velocity tuning
and increase the sensitivity to higher
velocities in away that was qualitatively
similar to the effects of flight. They then
modelled the response of the cell
using the Reichardt detector [19] — a
well-established model that underlies
the detection of directional motion in
many insects and accounts for several
response properties of the lobula plate
tangential cells. Their implementation
of the model involves comparing the
brightness at two locations in the eye,
after the signals have been high-pass
filtered down one channel and
low-pass filtered along the other
(Figure 1A). Changing the time
constant of the low pass filter tunes the
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the smaller the time constant, the
higher the velocity the model is tuned
to (Figure 1B,C). Both flight and
octopamine agonist substantially
reduced its value, consistent with
the observed shifts in the H1 cell’s
velocity tuning [8].
An exciting parallel development is
that the circuitry believed to generate
the motion inputs corresponding to the
Reichardt detector are, for the first
time, becoming accessible to detailed
studies, thanks to developments in
genetics in the fruitfly, Drosophila [20].
Future studies will now be able to build
on Jung et al.’s results to identify the
mechanisms involved in detail. Already
we know from intracellular recordings
that locomotion alters the properties
of the lobula plate tangential cells
themselves, as well as the properties
of their motion inputs [1,2]. It is certain
that more signalling pathways than
those using octopamine are involved,
but how and where remains a mystery.
Tying down the functional motivation
for state-dependent vision in any
model organism remains a big
challenge, but based on current
progress, work on the fly looks likely
to succeed.References
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Waylaid by Attractive Habitats?How do pollinators move across fragmented landscapes? Attractive habitats
have been viewed as facilitating pollinator movement; however, they may
actually be distracting the pollinators.Ignasi Bartomeus
and Rachael Winfree
In order to understand
vector-mediated ecological processes,
we need to know how vector species
move across landscapes. This is
especially challenging when the vector
species is an insect. Nevertheless, it
is critical to understand the movement
patterns of key insect functional
groups — such as pollinators, which
facilitate the reproduction of most of
the world’s plant species [1]. Several
approaches have been used thus far
to measure pollinator movement, but
knowledge of how pollinators connect
plants at the landscape scale remains
elusive. The fundamental problem isthat large-scale approaches, which
can inform us about how pollinators
move among habitats, generally
don’t provide information on which
individual plants are pollinated;
whereas smaller-scale approaches
that can measure pollinator movement
among plants aren’t feasible at the
landscape scale. For example,
capture–recapture methods can tell
us how pollinators move among
habitat types [2], but not about which
plants are pollinated. Conversely,
fluorescent dye techniques can
identify the individual plants visited
by pollinators [3], but such methods
are generally not feasible for
landscape-scale questions (but see [4]
for an exception). Encouragingly,recent technological innovations have
made direct tracking of pollinators
possible. However, direct tracking
is still limited to species large
enough to carry transmitters [5], or to
species that move within reasonably
open areas [6]. Perhaps the most
promising technique estimates
pollinator movements indirectly by
using genetic methods on obligatory
animal-pollinated plants [7]. These
kinds of data are becoming easier
and cheaper to obtain, and promise
to greatly enhance the understanding
of pollinator movement patterns at
the landscape scale.
In a recent issue of Current Biology,
Lander et al. [8] show that by mapping
all of the individual trees in one
population of a forest tree species and
doing a paternity analysis, they can
track pollination events between trees.
The novel finding of the paper has to do
with how habitat types in the larger
landscape affect pollinator
movements. The researchers use the
data on pollination events, derived from
the paternity analysis, to characterize
